NEW FROM FISHER—
AND BEST IN ITS CLASS!

THE FISHER "100"
30 Watt Amplifier

FROM THE DRAWING BOARD, through every painstaking step of development and testing, to the proud accomplishment of the finished product, FISHER leadership is in evidence throughout! Now, FISHER announces a magnificent new power amplifier so outstanding in design, so superior in performance and so conservatively built that it will give you many years of "clean," trouble-free service.

HIGH POWER! 30 watts of power delivered to the speaker terminals in continuous sine-wave operation; 70 watts of reserve peak power to handle orchestral transients and peaks up to 30 milliseconds in duration, with no trace of clipping, ringing or raggedness.

THE FISHER "100" has ample reserve power to drive even the lowest-efficiency loudspeaker system. Its absolutely clean tonal output eliminates listener fatigue and adds markedly to the enjoyment of your home music system. Hear it at your dealer now! $9950

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO • 21-23 44th DRIVE, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.